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Article Body:
Bad weather may be heading our way. Many very smart voices have raised their volume over the n

What´s the alternative? Move to the Arctic Circle, where you may someday bask year around with
Now, another brainy man, with whom we have many chats this year, has issued a special 56-page
Take Your Pick: Nuclear Energy or Cheap Arctic Land

Aside from optioning to buy vast tracts of land near the Arctic Circle, as Dr. Lovelock´s conc

If one finds logic within the statistical analysis presented by the United Nations Intergovern

Eric Sprott and Kevin Bambrough have laid out a possible solution, a cogent thesis as to why w

Remember, it won´t just be some meteor hitting the earth (although that might happen, too). Gl
Through the first half of the report, the authors cover global warming and climate change, in

What happens as the earth´s temperature goes up? Increased urbanization, growing GDPs and dema
Nuclear Expansion Needs More Uranium

ˆThis IS the perfect storm,˜ Kevin Bambrough warned, not as the abused cliché the term has bec

Under the former Greenpeace co-founder´s scenario, Bambrough extrapolated the World Nuclear As

According to Bambrough, current global uranium mining production rests at about the 100 millio

This may become the new case for a sustained rally in the spot uranium price. Bambrough wrote,

ˆMarginal mines will become price setters,˜ wrote Bambrough. This helps explain why the Sprott

ˆLarge low-cost producers may be able to reap Middle East-like oil profits for decades,˜ wrote
Rising uranium prices are probably more of an irritation for fuel traders than the utilities,

What else can be done aside from a worldwide, unanimous endorsement of nuclear energy? There m

The Sprott report co-authors concluded there will be supply problems for food, water and energ

Is this too much reality for you? Should we just wait a while and see what transpires? We migh

In other words, Messrs. Sprott and Bambrough are correct in their assumptions and conclusions.

For a second opinion, before completing this column, we forwarded the Sprott report to David M

One key question remains unanswered, during our two-year investigation into uranium and nuclea

If there is not, today´s spot uranium price could look comparable to gasoline prices, circa 19
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